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Abstract 
Deza, M. and M. Laurent, Extension operations for cuts, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 
163-179. 
We consider two extension operations for the cut cone %$: the antipodal extension and the 
k-extension. Their interesting feature is that they permit to express questions about the variety 
of realizations in %n in terms of questions about the existence of a realization in %“+,. These 
operations are described as well as several applications. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Set V = {1,2, . . . , n}. Given a subset S of V, the cut 6(S) determined by S 
is the set of all pairs (i, j), 1 c i -C j =s n, such that i ES, j E V - S or vice-versa. 
For simplicity, we also denote by 6(S) the incidence vector of the cut deter- 
mined by S, so S(S) E (0, 1)‘;’ with S(S),= 1 if i ES, jE V-S or vice-versa, 
6(S), = 0 otherwise, for 16 i <j 61t. The cut 6(S) is called k-uniform if ISJ = k 
or n - k. 
Let 3’& (resp. 36,“) denote the family of all cuts (resp. all k-uniform cuts). We 
use the following notation. %” := rW+(Y&) denotes the cone generated by all cuts, 
i.e., %” consists of the nonnegative combinations of cuts, Ce, is called the cut cone. 
~3’~ :=Z(X,) denotes the cut lattice, i.e., consisting of all integer combinations of 
cuts. Similarly, let %‘,” := 58+(X$, 23: = Z(X$, denote the cone and the lattice 
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generated by all k-uniform cuts, respectively. Finally, LPm denotes the cut 
polytope, defined as the convex hull of all cuts in &. 
Any decomposition of d as a combination of cuts, d = C &6(S), is called a 
realization of d and C il, is called its size. More precisely, the realization is called 
a R+-(resp. Z-, Z+-)realization if all ilS E R, (resp. Z, Z,). 
A cone C : = R+(X) is said to be simplicial if the set X is linearly independent; 
a point x E C is said to be simplicial if x lies on a simplicial face of C, i.e., x 
admits a unique decomposition as nonnegative sum of elements of X. 
Given d = (dij)lsi<jG, E R (g), d is said to be hypercube embeddable or, 
h-embeddable, for short, if d E Z+(&), i.e., d is a nonnegative integer combina- 
tion of cuts. It is not difficult to see that, equivalently, d is h-embeddable if d can 
be embedded in some hypercube, i.e., there exist n binary vectors x,, . . . , x, E 
(0, 1)” for some s such that djj coincides with the Hamming distance between xi, 
xi for any i, j, hence justifying the terminology ‘h-embeddable’. If d is 
h-embeddable, then d is called rigid if d admits a unique decomposition as a 
nonnegative integer sum of cuts; clearly, if d is simplicial, then d is rigid. 
Given d = (dii)l,i<j,, E IF4 (;) d is said to be a metric on V if d satisfies the , 
following triangle inequality: 
Tr(i,j;k).d:=dii-d,,--d,,<O (1.1) 
for every triple of distinct points i, j, k E V. The metric cone Al,, is the set of all the 
metrics defined on n points. Clearly every cut defines a metric on V, called cut 
metric; actually, the members of the cut cone %$ are precisely the metrics on IZ 
points that are embeddable in some &-space [l]. 
Given a scalar t > 0, we denote by tll,, the equidistant metric on n points that 
takes value t on each pair of points. Given an integer t a 1, the equidistant metric 
2tIl, is always h-embeddable; for instance, 2t%, = ~~~~~~ ts({i}) is its simplest 
Z+-realization, called star realization. In general, 2tlI, may have other Z+- 
realizations; let us introduce the parameter zi defined as the minimum size of a 
Z+-realization of 2t11,. This parameter zL and the variety of realizations of 2tU, 
have been extensively studied in [8], in particular, in connection with Design 
Theory. 
The cut lattice is easily characterized; namely, if d E Z(z), then d E Lfn if and 
only if d satisfies the following even condition: 
d,. + dik + djk = 0 (mod 2) 
for all l~i<j<k~n. 
(1.2) 
In this paper, we consider two extension operations on cuts, namely the 
antipodal extension ant, and the k-extension extk. Both map a given vector of 
Iw’;) on some vector of R’S’ where 11’ >rz. The interesting feature of these 
extension operations is that they permit to express questions about the variety of 
realizations in %n (about the minimum size of a realization, for the antipodal 
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extension, and about the uniformity of a realization, for the k-extension) in terms 
of questions about the existence of a realization in %$,+, (or %Zne,., n’ > n). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider the antipodal 
extension and give several applications, in particular, to the description of the 
path metric of some graphs and polytopes. In Section 3, we describe the 
k-extension operation and the link between the cut cone %“+, and the k-uniform 
cut cone 5%‘:. Section 4 contains the characterization of the k-uniform cut lattice 
2: and we group in Section 5 several results on the 1,2-uniform cuts. 
2. The antipodal extension 
Given integers n, n’ such that [n/21 s n’ in - 1, we consider the linear 
subspace T,,,, of R(e) defined by: 
T,,,,={x~lR(?Tr(i,i+n’;j)-x=Oforalll~i~n-n’, 
l=Sj~n,j#i,i+n’}. 
Let us set V = (1, 2, . . . , n}, V’ = {1, 2, . . . , n -n’} and V” = {n’ + 1, . . . , n}. 
Lemma 2.1. T,,,# is a subspace of dimension (“;) + 1. In fact, for d E T,,,., all 
coordinates of d can be expressed in terms of (dii)l<i<jc,, and of d,,,,,,, as 
indicated in relation (2.2). 
di+,,,j+“, = dij for lSi<jSn -n’, 
di,i+“r = dl,“p+l for lCiCn-n’, (2.2) 
di,i+“, = dl,,*+l -dii forl<i<n’,l~j~n-n’,i#j. 
Proof. Take d E T,,,.. We show that all coordinates of d can be expressed in 
terms of dij for lSi<jSn’ and dI,,v+l as in relation (2.2). For this, we use 
the fact that d satisfies all triangle equalities: Tr(i, i + n ‘; j) . d = 0 for 1s i s 
n-n’andl<jSn. Letusfixsomei,j,lsi<j6n-n’. First, 
2(di+,,,j+n, - d,)=Tr(i,i+n’;j).d+Tr(j,j+n’;i).d 
-Tr(i,i+n’;j+n’)*d-Tr(j,j+n’;i+n’).d, 
from which we deduce that di+“*,j+,* = dij. Also, 
2(di,j+n, - dj,i+,*)=Tr(i,i+n’;j)*d-Tr(j,j+n’;i)*d 
-Tr(i,i+n’;j+n’)*d+Tr(j,j+n’;i+n’).d, 
implying that di,j+n, = dj,i+,*. Also 
di,i+n* - dj,j+,* =Tr(i, i + n’; j) * d - Tr(j, j + n’; i) * d - d;,j+,, + di+,,,j, 
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implying that di,i+,, = dl,l+,,. Finally, if lsj<n-n’ and l~i<n’, then 
di,j+n’ = -Tr(j, j + n’; i) * d - dij + dj,j+,, = dl,,,+l - dij* 
This concludes the proof. •i 
Corollary 2.3. Take d E T,_,. and set d’ = (dij)lci<j<,, E R’“;‘. Then, d E A?,, if and 
only if d’ E A,. and 
d l,n’+l 3 max($(dij + djk + djk): 1 s i < j < k G n’). 
Proof. It is 
Definition 2.4. Given integers n, n’ such that [n/21 sn' sn - 1, a E R and 
d E l/X(~), we define its antipodal exrension ant”,(d) E lRCe) as the unique vector of 
T,,,, such that ant”,(d), = dij for all 1 s i <j 4 n’ and antz(d)l,n,+l = O. In other 
words, 
ant”,(d)i+,r,j+,, =dij for lsi<jsn-n’, 
ant”,(d)++,, = Q for lsicn-n’, 
ant”,(d)i,i+,, = a-dii for IsiGn’, lGjcn-n’, i#j. 
For simplicity, we shall adopt the following notation. When cz = 1, then we 
omit the subscript ‘l’, i.e., we denote ant;(d) by ant”(d). When n = n’ + 1, we 
omit the superscript ‘n’, i.e., we denote ant”,(d) by ant,(d). So, for d E I!FR(~~, 
ant(d) E Iw’“‘~” stands for ant?‘+‘(d). Finally, when n’ = [n/2], we also denote 
ant”,(d) by Ant,(d). 
Remark 2.5, (i) The map d --i, ant”,(d) is an .affine map from R(5) to R(T); for 
CY = 0 it is linear and, in fact, we have the following relation: 
ant”,(d) = ant$(d) + a6(V”). 
Also, 
ant”,(d) = ant;(d) + (a - l)B(V”). 
(ii) Given a subset S of {1,2,. . . , n’}, define the subset S* = {i + n’: i $S 
andlci<n-n’}ofV”={n’+l,..., n}. So S* can be seen as the ‘reflection’ 
of S on V”. Then, ant”(s(S)) = 6(S U S*). In particular, ant”(S(0)) = S(V”). 
Note that the only cuts lying on T,,,, are precisely of the form ant”(S(S)) for 
some subset S of { 1, . . . , n’}. Observe also that, if n’ = [n/21, then ant”(s(S)) is 
always an equicut of Ce,. 
(iii) Given scalars t, cy E R + and d E Iwc”;‘, we have: t(ant”,(d)) = ant:,(td). 
Let X c .%,,, be a set of nonzero cuts in Ce,, and define Y = {ant”(G(S)): 6(S) E 
X} U {S(V”)}, the set of the antipodal extensions of the cuts in X and of the zero 
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cut; so Yc.?&. Hence, R+(X) (resp. R+(Y)) is a subcone of %a, (resp. of V&e,) 
with 1x1 (resp. 1x1 + 1) generators and, in fact, dim@+(Y)) = dim@+(X)) + 1. 
Observe that, given d E Iw’“;‘, if 
d = 2 M(S), 
6(S)eX 
then 
ant”,(d) = c AS ant”,(G(S)) + &(I- c b>W”) 
6(S)EX 
AS ant”(G(S)) + ((u -C ds)13(V’). 
Also, if 
ant”,(d) = 2 & ant”(a(S)) +&C?(V), 
then a = c A-s + 1, and, by taking the projection on V’, 
d = z &S(S). 
6(S)EX 
In particular, any R+-realization of ant”,(d) has size equal to a; indeed, if 
ant”,(d) = C uAb(A) with p* >O, then b(A) E T,,,. is of the form ant”(G(S)) and, 
thus, (Y = C @1A holds. The above observations permit to state the following result. 
Proposition 2.6. Given IX E R, X c X,,, Y = {ant”(G(S)): S(S) E X} U {S(V”)}, 
and d E Iw’~‘, the following assertions hold: 
(i) ant”,(d) E Z(Y) if and onfy if d E B(X) and LY E Z. 
(ii) ant”,(d) E Z+(Y) if and only if IX E Z+, d E Z+(X) and d admits a 
&-realization whose size is less or equal to LX. 
(iii) ant”,(d) E R+(Y) if and ordy if a E 173 +, d E R!+(X) and d admits a 
R,-realization whose size is less or equal to a. 
(iv) Given d E R+(X), a E R’+ such that d admits a R +-realization of size less 
than or equal to a, then ant”,(d) is a simplicial point of R+(Y) if and only if d is a 
simplicial point of R+(X). 
In particular, if X = X,, with n = 2n ‘, then Y = {Ant(G(S)) = S(S US*): S c 
(1, 2, . . . , n’}}; hence Ant(%“,) := R+(Y) is a subcone of %,, with 2”‘-’ gene- 
rators which are all equicuts of Ce,. Observe that Ant(Vm,) = %‘” fl T,,,, is thus a 
face of %$ of dimension ($) + 1. 
Let us now treat some examples illustrating the power of the antipodal 
extension operation. 
We first give an example of application of Proposition 2.6. Take d E %A, 
d = CISiSn a&(i)) with all ai E H +, and assume that d is rigid (for instance, 
assume that n is large with respect to max(ai, . . . , a,,) (see Proposition 5.3)). 
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Then, 
ant,(d) E Ju,+i ifandonlyif a~=u~+max(a,+a~:2=~i<j~:) 
and 
ant,(d) is h-embeddable if and only if a E Z, and CY 2 a, + . . . + a,. 
In particular, take d = 2tll, with n 3 t2 + t + 3, then d is rigid [4], and take 
cx E Z,. Then, 
ant,(2ta,) E Ju,+i if and only if (Y 2 3t, 
ant,(2tU,) is h-embeddable if and only if a > nt, and 
ant,(2tl,) E R+, if and only if (Y > 4t. 
Indeed, the minimum size of a R+-realization of 2tll, is equal to 
tn(n - l)/ ld21 [n/21 
and, thus, by Proposition 2.6(iii), ant”,(d) E ‘Zn+, if and only if 
cu*tn(n - l)l]nl2l [n/2], 
i.e., a > 4t since a is an integer. 
Given a graph G, let d(G) denote its path metric, where, for two nodes i, j of 
G, d(G)ii denotes the length of a shortest path from i to j in G. We indicate how 
the path metrics of several graphs can be described using the antipodal extension 
operation. For example, 
d(H(n, 2)) = Ant,(d(H(n - 1, 2))) 
and, for n odd, 
d(H(n, 2)) = Ant,(2d(@(n, 2))); 
d(D&+,) = Ant2,+i(2d(J(2n + I, a))); 
and, for n odd, 
d(L) = Ant,(d(P,)) 
d(C,,) = Ant,(2d(C,)); d(L,) = Antz(d(L)), 
where, as usual, H(n, q), H(n, 2), #(n, 2), DCL+i, J(K d), CM, P,, Kzxn, K,, 
denote, respectively, the Hamming graph, the l-skeleton of the n-dimensional 
cube, the n-dimensional halfcube, the double odd graph, the Johnson graph, the 
cycle, the path of length n, the cocktail party graph, the clique on II nodes (see 
e.g., [2] for definitions). Also, the path metric d, of the icosahedron satisfies: 
d, = Ant,(d( VC,)), where VCs denotes the graph obtained by adding a node 
adjacent to all nodes of Cs. In [9], it is shown that the following graphs are 
simplicial (i.e., that they lie on a simplicial face of the corresponding cut cone or, 
equivalently, that they admit a unique 8r-embedding): Johnson graphs J(n, d) for 
d 2 2, halfcubes #(n, 2) if and only if n = 2 or n 3 5, t,-embeddable bipartite 
graphs (including even cycles, trees, . . .), Hamming graphs H(n, q) if and only if 
q 4 3, the Petersen graph, the l-skeleton of the icosahedron or of the dodecah- 
edron. Clearly, d(K,) is simplicial for n 6 3 since the cut cone %” is then 
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simplicial, and d(K,J is not simplicial for n > 4 since it admits several decomposi- 
tions as sum of cuts, e.g., 
As application of Proposition 2.6, we deduce that the cocktail party graph 
metric d(K,,J is simplicial if and only if n < 3, also that the double odd graph is 
always simplicial. 
Note that the three graphs CZn, H(n, 2), DO2,+1 are bipartite and, moreover, 
they are the bipartite doubles of their halved graphs which are, respectively, C,, 
$#(n, 2), J(2n + 1, n). In fact, Weichsel [13] proved that CZn, H(n, 2), DO,,, 
are the only distance regular graphs that are hypercube embeddable; this was also 
proved by Koolen [lo]. 
The following statements can be found in [8]. 
. antc_,(2tll,,) is h-embeddable if and only if there exists a Hadamard matrix 
of order 4t. 
l ant,z+2t(2tflrz+r+2) is h -embeddable if and only if there exists a projective 
plane of order f. 
Recall that zk denotes the minimum size of a Z+-realization of the equidistant 
metric 2tU,. Since d(KaX2) = Ant*(ll,), by Remark 2S(iii), 2td(K,.J = 
Ant,,(2t1,) and, therefore, by Proposition 2.6(ii), 2td(K,,,) is h-embeddable if 
and only if zi c 4t. Observe also that ant,(211,) = 2d(K,+, - e), where K,,, - e 
denotes the complete graph on n + 1 nodes with one deleted edge; ant,(21,) is 
h-embeddable for n = 3,4 but not for n B 5 (though it satisfies the even 
condition and belongs to the cut cone). For n = 5, 2 ant,(221,) is h-embeddable 
and has exactly three Z+-realizations: 
2 ant,(2Qs) = c 6({1, i>) + 6({i, 6)) 
2s;=x5 
= ,z<, &{i, 6)) + b({i, 5,6)) + SC(l)) + W1,W) 
= W(1)) + 6({6)) + c a({& i, 6)). 
%i<,SS 
We conclude the section with a reformulation of the condition for membership 
in the cut cone for the antipodal extension ant,(d) of d E ‘Zn. By Proposition 
2.6(iii), ant,(d) E %“+, if and only if d E %,, and the minimum size of a 
Iw +-realization of d is less than or equal to (Y. Given d E ‘%,,, the minimum size s of 
a (W+-realization of d is expressed by the following minimization program: 
s = Min c As, 
(2.7) 
s.t. c h+?(S), = d,, VI <i <i 6 n, 
anda,> VSc{2,...,n}. 
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From Linear Programming Duality, the minimum size s can also be expressed as 
the following maximization program: 
s=Max 2 vijdij, 
l=Si<jGn (2.8) 
Equivalently, 
s = max(v . d: v . x s 1 defines a facet of 9”). (2.9) 
(Note that the above computation of the minimum size remains valid for an 
arbitrary cone; namely, the minimum size of a R+-realization of x E R+(X) is 
equal to max(v . x: v . x =S 1 defines a facet of Conv(X)).) The complete 
description of p,, is known for n s 7 (see [7]). As example of application, we have 
that: for d E Ce,, the minimum size of a R+-realization of d is equal to: 
max 
d, + dik + djk 
2 
:l~i<j<k=~4, 
> 
and for d E Ce,, the minimum size is equal to: 
max ( + 4 djk C lsi<jGs dij :l<i<j<k<5, 6 ’ 
Therefore, ant,(d) E G$+, if and only if d E %,, and 
(Y 2 max(v . d: v . x G 1 defines a facet of 5Yn). (2.10) 
On the other hand, ant,(d) E (e,,, if and only if v . ant,(d) s 0 for every valid 
inequality v . x s 0 for Znsl. Let us compute v . ant,(d): 
v . ant,(d) = C uijdij + ul,n+lo + C ui,n+l(a - dli) 
l=Si<jGn 2sisn 
= 2sgsn vijdij + cw . %{n + 11) + 2zqn (Vii - vi.n+l)dli. 
Therefore, if ant,(d) E (e,,,, then we have: 
mYmax ( CZ<isn (-vii + vi,n+l)dli - C2si<jjsn vijdij :v . 6({n + 1)) 
v . x s 0 is valid for %,,+, and IJ . s({n + l}) Z 0). (2.11) 
How do the two maxima in (2.10), (2.11) compare? In fact, as we now check, the 
maximum in (2.10) always dominates the maximum in (2.11). Indeed, take a valid 
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inequality v . x < 0 for Ce,+, such that v - c5({n + l}) = -1. First, let us ‘switch’ 
this inequality by the cut 6({n + l}), i.e., consider v’ E IR’“~” defined by: 
4,,+1= -Vi,n+l for l<i<n, 
UC> = vii for l<i<jsn. 
Then, collapse the nodes 1, n + 1 in a single node 1, i.e., define U”E Iw’;’ by: 
Vfi = Vii + v;,,+1 for26iCn, 
v; = Vii for2Ci<jsn. 
Then, the inequality v” -x G 1 is valid for the cut polytope Pa. Note that the 
quantity to be maximimized in (2.11) takes precisely the form v” . x if v . x s 0 is 
valid for “e,,, and v - S({n + 1)) = -1. 
3. The k-extension operation 
In this section, we introduce the k-extension operation and we shall see how it 
permits to link the k-uniform cut cone Uf: and the cut cone qm+,. 
Given an integer 1 <k s n - 1 such that k #n/2 and d E (w(T), we define its 
k-extension ext,(d) E [WC”;‘) as follows: 
(ext,(d)), = dij for 1 =Z i <j G n, 
Let us then define int,(d) E [w’s) by 
(int,(d)), = $(extk(d)i,n+l + extk(d)jsn+l - ext,(d),) for 1 c i <j G n. 
We shall use the notion int,(d) especially in Sections 4, 5. Set 
S,(d) = ’ C dij. 
k(n - k) I<i<jsn 
We group in the following lemma several relations linking ext,(d), int,(d), S,(d) 
and d. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) Sk(d) = (extk(d))i,,+l + (ext,-k(d))i,,+l for 1 s i =Z n. 
(ii) S,(d) = dij + tint,(d)), + (int,_k(d))ij for 1 s i <j s n. 
(iii) Cl<jcn,j+i (int,(d)), = (k - I)(extk(d))i,,+l for 1 s i 6 n. 
(iv) Clsisn (ext,(d)h,,+, = k&W. 
(v) ClGi<j<n @t,(d)), = (Z)&(d)- 
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Take d = 6(S) for S E (1, . . . , n} and set s = ISI. Then, 
1 
(n-s)(u-k-s) ifiES 
(extD))i,,+i = 
(n - k)(n - 2k) ’ 
s(s -k) . 
(n - k)(n - 2k) If i “. 
Therefore, if IS( = s = k, then ex&(G(S)) = 6(S) (as cut in (e,,,) and, ifs = 12 - k, 
then ext&G(S)) = 6(S U {n + 1)); also, for s = k, intk(b(s))ji is equal to 1 if 
i, j E S and to 0 otherwise. Observe that intk is a linear injective map (use Lemma 
3.l(ii), (v)). The map ext, is a linear map from %‘t to %z+,. The next Proposition 
3.7 establishes precisely which elements of qfi have their k-extension in (e,,,. For 
this, we need the following notion of quasi k-uniformity which is weaker than 
membership in the k-uniform cut cone 5%:. 
Definition 3.2. Given a realisation of d E (WC;‘, d = Es &6(S), where the sum is 
taken over subsets S of { 1, . . . , n} with ISI <n/2, we say that it is quasi 
k-unijorm if the following conditions (3.3), (3.4) hold. 
CS,ieS As ISI 
CS,i+zS A.S 
= k for any 1s i 6 n, (3.3) 
(3.4) 
We say that d is quasi k-uniform if d admits a quasi k-uniform R+-realization. 
Clearly, every k-uniform cut is quasi k-uniform and thus every member of the 
k-uniform cut cone %?i s quasi k-uniform. So, the quasi k-uniform points of (w(y) 
form a cone which contains %f: as a subcone. Note that in the special cases k = 1, 
[n/2], the cone of all quasi k-uniform points coincides with the k-uniform cut 
cone. An easy consequence of relations (3.3), (3.4) is: 
(3.5) 
Indeed, by summation of (3.3) over i, we have that: Es As ISI = k Cs As ISI. 
Hence, 
C ~~~~~l~l~~~l~O~~~~~~~~~l~I lsi<j=Sn 
= k(n - k) c As 
s 
(by (3.5)), implying that S,(d) = Es As. 
Lemma 3.6. Given d E R(z), the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) d = Es &6(S) satisfying (3.3), (3.4). 
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(ii) ext,(d) = Cs &6(S) (th e cuts 6(S) being considered as cuts in .Xn+J and 
cs As = S,(d). 
(iii) ext,_,(d) = C s A&S u {n + 1)) and cs A, = S,(d). 
Proof. (ii)e(iii) follows from Lemma 3.1(i). 
(i)+ (ii). Set d’ = Es &6(S). Then, di,,+* = Cs,ics &, implying that 
ClGiQl &,,,I = Es& ISJ and thus, by (3.4), (3.5), 
(a) ,g_ d:,,+1 = k&@). 
__ 
Also, 
2 d:~+l+~n+l-dij=~~~~,ISl=k C )cs, 
I=SjG?l S,isS 
by (3.4), and thus: 
From (a), (b), d,!,+I = (extk(d))i,,+I holds. Therefore, ext,(d) = d’ indeed 
belongs to %,,+, and admits a realization of size C ils = Sk(d). 
(ii) 3 (i). By assumption, d’ := ext,(d) = c &S(S) where hs 3 0, c As = S,(d) 
and the sum is over subsets S of { 1, , . . , n}. Hence, d;,+l = Cs,ies & and thus 
CM-~ d,!,,+l =C 3Ls ISI. On the other hand, by using the definition of ext,(d), 
one can compute that Cl<iGn d:,,+l = k&(d). Now using the assumption that 
S,(d) = C As, we deduce that C As ISI = k C hs, i.e., (3.4) holds. Note that 
Thus, d;,,,I = l/(n - 2k) Cs,iss (n - 2 PI)&. Comparing with the fact that 
d[,+l= Cs,iss As, we obtain that CS,ieS ;ls ISI = k Cs,i,s Asp i.e., (3.3) holds. q 
An instant corollary of Lemma 3.6 is as follows. 
Proposition 3.7. Given d E R (2), the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) d is quasi k-uniform. 
(ii) ext,(d) E Ce,,, and admits a Iw +-realization of size S,(d). 
(iii) ext,_,(d) E %“+, and admits a lR+-realization of size S,(d). 
Note that a similar result holds at the level of the cut polytope instead of the 
cut cone. Namely, given d E R(z), the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) d admits a convex quasi k-uniform realization: d = C A,6(S) where & a0 
satisfy (3.3), (3.4) and C Is = 1, 
(ii) ext,(d) E 9n+I and S,(d) = 1. 
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4. The k-uniform cut lattice 9: 
In this section, we give the description of the k-uniform cut lattice ZE, i.e., the 
lattice generated by all k-uniform cuts. Actually it follows from a result of Wilson 
as we now explain. 
Given integers 1 s t < k 6 n, let W, denote the (7) x (i) binary matrix whose 
rows are indexed by all t-subsets A of { 1, . . . , n}, whose columns are indexed by 
all k-subsets B of (1, . . . , n} and the (A, B)th entry of W,k is equal to 1 if A E B 
and is equal to 0 otherwise. Let Lt,k denote the lattice generated by the columns 
of w,,. 
Theorem 4.1 (Wilson [14]). Given x E Z’:‘, x E L,, if and only if 
W, * x = 0 (mod (:I:)) for all 0 s i s 1. 
We shall use the case t = 2 in the above theorem. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume that k f n/2. Then, given d E .Z?, d E .Jf$ if and only if 
int,(d) E Lzsk. 
Proof. We use the following property of int,(d) mentioned in Section 3. If 
ISI = k, then int,(G(S)), is equal to 1 if i, j E S and is equal to 0 otherwise. 
Therefore, for 1st = k, int,(fi(S)) ’ p 1s recisely the corresponding column of the 
matrix W,,. The result now follows since intk is an injective linear map. Cl 
Proposition 4.3. Assume that k #n/2. Then, given d E Z(a), the following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(i) d E 9:. 
Md) E & i.e., Isg_. dii = 0 (mod k(n - k)), 
(ii) extk(d)i,n+l E Z for all 1 < i =S n, 
extk(d)i,n+I + extk(d)j,,+l + ext,(d), E 0 (mod 2) 
for& lSi<jSn. 
(iii) S,(d) E Z and ext,(d) E 3’“+l. 
(iv) ext,_,(d) E 8”:‘) and ext,(d) E Z,,+1. 
(v) In the case n odd, d E 9$, ext,(d), ext,_,(d) E Z(“t ‘). 
Proof. We first verify that (i), (ii) are equivalent. For this, we apply Theorem 4.1 
and Lemma 4.2. So, d E 3; if and only if Wi,. int,(d) = 0 (mod (5-i)) for 
i = 0, 1,2. But, W, * int,(d) = Clsi<j<n int,(d),j which, by Lemma 3.1(v), is equal 
to ($9,(d), thus yielding the condition: S,(d) E h. Also, W,, - i&(d) has its 
coordinates equal to C I+s-n,j+iintk(d)ij and thus, by Lemma 3.l(iii), to 
(k - I)extk(d)i++l; this yields the condition that ext,(d) E ZCna’). Finally, the 
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coordinates of W,, * int,(d) are equal to intk(d)ij; from this we deduce the third 
condition that extk(d)i,n+r + ext,Jd)i,n+l + ext,(d)ij = 0 (mod 2). 
The implications (iii) 3 (ii) and (i) j (iii) follow easily using the fact that the 
lattice 9: is described by the condition (1.2). The implications (i)+(iv) and 
(iv)+(ii) follow using Lemma 3.1(i). Finally, we check the equivalence with (v) 
in the case II odd. The implication (i) 3 (v) is clear. Assume that (v) holds; it 
suffices to check that extk(d)i,n+r + extk(d)++r + eXt,(d)ij is an even integer for 
any i, j. This fact follows from the following identities: 
extk(d)i,,+l + exh(4j,n+~ + extk(4jj 
“extk(4i,t1+* - exh(4j,n+* + dij 
= 1 (C dhi - C d~j> + d, 
n-2k h 
=~~~n,d:j+d,j+~dij(mod2), 0 
h 
Observe that (i), ( ) v are not equivalent when n is even. For example, take 
d = 2d(K, - e) = ant,(2Q,); then d $32 because ext,(d) 4 &, but d E &,, ext,(d), 
ext,(d) EZ(~‘. Indeed, say e = (1, 2), then S,(d) =4, ext,(d),7 =2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 if 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and thus ext,(d),-, + extz(d),, + ext2(d)13 = 5 * 0 (mod 2). 
5. Some results on 1,2-uniform cuts 
In this section we group several results on the k-uniform cut cone %‘f: and other 
hulls of k-uniform cuts in the cases k = 1, 2. Note that the cone %e,k is simplicial if 
and only if k = 1, 2 or (n = 6, k = 3). We first give some results for the l-uniform 
case. 
Lemma 5.1. Given d E R(F), the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) d E &X(6((1)), . . . , 6({n})), i.e., d = CICiSn A;S({i}) for some Ai E R. 
(ii) There exist scalars Ai E R’ such that (dij + dik - d,)/2 = Ai for all j, k and all 
i. 
(iii) There exist some scalars Ai E R such that (dij + dik - djk)/2 = rZi for all j, k 
and some i. 
Proof. Clearly, (i) e (ii) 3 (iii). Let us check the implication (iii) + (ii). Assume 
that, for instance, (d,j + dlk - dj,)/2 = AI for all 2 S j <k s n. Then, 
dij+d,-d, = (d,-d,i-d,j) + (dj~-dli-dlk) + (d,+d,,-djk) +2d,i 
= 2(dli - ;11). 
Therefore, (ii) holds with Ai = d,i - A,. 0 
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Corollary 5.2. Take d E rW(X!J = R(6({1}), . . . , 6({n})). Then, 
(i) d E ‘%:= R+(X!J if and only if extl(d)i,,+l E R+ for lci Gn or, 
equivalently, d E &.,,. 
(ii) d E 2’: = Z(Xi) if and only if extI(d)i,,+I E ;Z for 16 i c n or, equivalently, 
de&. 
(iii) d E Z+(X$ if and only if extI(d)j,n+l E 27, for 1 d i 6 n or, equivalently, 
dE.&n2& 
Proof. Take d = CIGisn &6((i)) E R(Xt). Then, since the cuts 
WWJ. . . t Wn>) are linarly independent, d E R+(Xh) (resp. Z(rC!J, Z+(SY!,)) 
if and only if Ai E R + (resp. Z, Z,) for all 16 i c n. Observe that extl(d)j,n+, = Ai 
for every i and d;j + dik - djk = 2Aj for any i, j, k. Therefore, d E R+(X!J if and 
only if A; = exti(d)i,n+i 2 0 for all i or, equivalently, d;j + dik - djk 2 0 for all 
i, j, k, i.e., d E JU,,. Also, d E Z(X!J if and only if iti = extr(d)i,“+i E Z for all i or, 
equivalently, dij + dik - djk s 0 (mod 2) for all i, j, k, i.e., d E 2”. Finally, d E 
Z+(X$ if and only if Ai = extl(d)i,,+l E Z, for all i or, equivalently, by the above 
argument, d E J& n Tn. q 
Let $4 be a family of subsets of a groundset X and A 3 1 be an integer. Then, B 
is called a k-design (or pairwise balanced design) if any two distinct elements of X 
belong to exactly il common blocks of B. 
Take d = ClGi<n &S({i}) with hi E Z,; take an arbitrary Z+-realization of d, 
d = C a+(S) where the sum is over the subsets of {2,3,. . . , n}. Let 93 denote 
the family consisting of all subsets S each repeated ms times; it is easy to see that 
93 is a &-design on the groundset {2,3, . . . , n}. In other words, there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between 
l the Z+-realizations of d, and 
l the &-designs on n - 1 varieties. 
Given d E %i, d = ClGiGn @({i}), Ai 2 0, assume that d is h-embeddable, i.e., 
that hi E Z. In general, d may have several other Z+-realizations. The following 
result, which is a reformulation of Theorem 7(i) in [5], states that, if n is large 
enough, then d is rigid, i.e., admits a unique Z+-realization. 
Proposition 5.3. Assume d E %h n 2” and dij # 0 for all 1 c i <j c n. If n is large 
with respect to max(dij: 1 s i < j =S n), then d is rigid. 
Proposition 5.4. Assume d E (ex n .5?, and dij # 0 for all 1 s i < j s n. Let d = 
2 (usS(S) be a 2!+-realization of d, where the sum is over the subsets S of 
(2, * . . , n}. Then, 
(i) (Majumdar [ll]) s := C as Z= n - 1. 
(ii) (Ryser [12]). Zf s = n - 1, then there exists an integer k, 1 s k s n - 1, such 
that (S I= k or n - k for any S for which as # 0. 
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Observe that in case (ii), when all subsets S with crs #O have the same 
size k, i.e., the realization is k-uniform, then the associated set family 93 is a 
symmetric (k, A1 = (dlj + d,j - dij)/2, IZ - l)-design. Actually this is the most 
frequent situation. Indeed it follows from a result of Woodall [15] that there is 
only a finite number of h-embeddable points d E %!, with A1 > 0 admitting a 
non-uniform Z+-realization of size s = n - 1. For more details and a conjecture 
about the classification of the above objects, see [15,12]. 
We now turn to the 2-uniform case. 
Proposition 5.5. Take d E Iw’1’. Then, 
(i) d E %i = R+(Xz) if and only ifext,(d) E An+,, 
(ii) d E 22 = 22(.X.) if and only if ext,(d) E L%~+,, 
(iii) d E H+(.X~) if and only if ext,(d) E A&+~ n &+,. 
Proof. In all three cases, the conditions are clearly necessary (using Proposition 
3.7 for (i) and Proposition 4.3 for (ii)). We check the sufficiency. 
(i) Assume that ext,(d) E .Mncl. Hence, by definition, 
int,(d), = extz(dL+ 1-t eXtd4jn+ t - exb(d), o 
2 
. . 
We verify that d =X := Clsi<jsn intz(d)@({i, i}) holds. Indeed, by Lemma 
3.l(iii), 
Xii = C int,(d), + 2 int,(d), = extz(d)i,,+l -f- ext2(d)j,n+l - 2 int,(d), 
sfi,i sfij 
= ext,(d), = d,. 
(ii) Assume that ext,(d) E Z’,,,. For showing that d E 2’:, by Proposition 4.3, 
we need only to check that S,(d) E Z. By assumption, ext2(d)i,n+r + extz(d)i,,+, + 
ext,(d)y = 0 (mod 2), i.e., int,(d), E Z for all i, j. Using Lemma 3.1(v), we deduce 
that &(d) E Z. 
(iii) If ext,(d) E J&+, fl Z,,+r, then d admits a R+-realization and a Z+- 
realization both using only cuts of the form S({i, j}), but then these two 
realizations must coincide since the cuts 6({i, j}), 1 c i < j =S n, are linearly 
independent. Cl 
We can deduce all facets of the cone %z very easily from the triangle 
inequalities, as we now explain. 
Generally, a valid inequality v* - x s 0 for the k-uniform cut cone %‘e,k can be 
deduced from any valid inequality v .x 6 0 for the cut cone Ce,,,. Indeed, take 
v E lR(“~” and assume that the inequality v * x s 0 is valid for the cut cone %,,+i. 
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Take d E lRJ(~) and its k-extension ext,(d) E IR’“~‘). Then, 
21 . ext,(d) 
=V *.d 
where we have set 
v$ = vii + 
Vi,n+l + vj,n+l _ v . &(ln + l)) 
n-2k (n - k)(n - 2k) 
for all 16 i <j C n. 
Proposition 5.6. Given v E (w’“~“, if the inequality v * x s 0 is valid for the cut 
cone %+,, then the inequality v’ * x < 0 is valid for the k-uniform cut cone ‘3;. 
Proof. Take d E %‘eff, then ext,(d) E Ce,,,; hence, v* . d = v . ext,(d) s 0. El 
For example, let us compute the inequalities v* + x =S 0 if v - x s 0 is a triangle 
inequality. For v * x := x~,,+~ - Xi,,+1 -xii with 1 s i <j s n, we have 
V* * x = C (Xih - Xjh) - (n - 2k)xij. 
lsh=az,h#i,j 
For v.x:=x,~-x~,,+~-_~,~+~ with lci<j<n, we have 
V* *x=2 c ~hk + (n - k)(n - 2k - 2)X, - (n - k) C (~ih + xjh) c 0. 
lsh<ksn l=sh=n,hfi,j 
Therefore, from Proposition 5.5(i), the cone %z is fully described as follows: 
d E ‘GE if and only if d satisfies the following inequalities: 
d, - d, - dj~ G 0 for all i, j, k in { 1, . . . , n} , 
c (dih - djh) - (n - 4)d, 4 0 for all 1 =S i <j S n, and 
14c~n.hPi.j 
2 ,Gh5kG, 4,k + (n - Xn - 6Mj - (n - 2) Z (& + djtz) s 0 
lShGn,h#i.j 
for all 1 c i <j =Z n. In fact, it is shown in [6] that the latter class of (;) inequalities 
suffices to describe the cone %“, which is a simplicial cone of dimension (y). 
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